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EMS Chief David Mitchell Named 2015 IAEMSC/Intermedix Harvard EMS Fellow
The International Association of Emergency Medical Services Chiefs (IAEMSC) announced Wednesday, the selection
of Arvada Fire Protection District EMS Chief David Mitchell as the 2015 IAEMSC/Intermedix Harvard Fellow.
Chief Mitchell was selected from a competitive candidate pool of EMS chief officers to participate in the Senior
Executives in State and Local Government program at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government.
“Chief Mitchell represents the future of EMS leadership in the United States today,” said Chief James L. Robinson,
IAEMSC president. “Over the course of his distinguished career, Dave has demonstrated self-motivated,
conscientious leadership in different roles and EMS system models, and has been successful in all of them. Chief
Mitchell’s commitment to the EMS profession has benefitted his organizations, teammates and his patients. His
perspective and eagerness to improve EMS in his community, state and country, make Chief Mitchell an ideal
candidate for the Senior Executives program.”
Being designated for this fellowship is one of the highest honors for leaders in the field of Emergency Medical
Services. The recipient has established longstanding contributions to the discipline of EMS and unparalleled
commitments to the advancement of the EMS profession.
The fellowship is made possible through the support of Intermedix Corporation.
“We appreciate the ongoing support of our longstanding partner, Intermedix,” said Rob Farmer, IAEMSC PresidentElect. “We are grateful for the continuous recognition and focus on the importance of professional development
opportunities for our members.”
“Intermedix considers the advancement of EMS leadership a worthy endeavor,” said Intermedix CEO Joel Portice.
“We are proud to sponsor this scholarship, congratulate Chief Mitchell and wish him a formative experience.”
For additional information about the IAEMSC, visit www.IAEMSC.org. To learn more about the Senior Executives in
State and Local Government program at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government., visit
www.exed.hks.harvard.edu/programs/sl/overview.aspx. 	
  
About Intermedix Corporation
Intermedix delivers technology-enabled professional services to health care providers, government agencies and
corporations. The company supports approximately 15,000 health care providers with practice and revenue cycle
management services and connects more than 95 percent of the U.S. population with crisis management, emergency
preparedness and response technologies. To learn more visit www.intermedix.com.	
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